
Cosmetic Beauty Advisor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Cosmetic Beauty Advisor is responsible for Creating marketing materials for each product line, 
Developing advertising campaigns and promotions that are consistent with brand values, Building 
relationships with customers through social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
& Pinterest.

Skills

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Powerpoint, Phone Answering.

Work Experience

Cosmetic Beauty Advisor
ABC Corporation  November 1997 – January 2001 
 Opened new credit card accounts.
 Promoted multiple add-on sales per sales transaction daily.
 Kept financial records of sales for my cosmetic counter of sales increases year to date.
 Conducted skin care, foundation and new product promotional events weekly.
 Assisted clients in selecting the proper skin care regime and foundation matches.
 Made follow-up phone calls to check on the status of product usage and satisfaction.
 Exhibited excellent customer service at all times.

Cosmetic Beauty Advisor
Delta Corporation  1993 – 1997 
 Initiate service consultations to determine the customers preferences and buying/service 

needs.
 Explain and demonstrate use of cosmetics through actual application.
 Achieve scorecard and counter goals.
 Provide an exceptional customer experience by ensuring the customer is always the priority.
 Performed makeovers and facials Provided skin care analyses Promoted beauty care products.
 Proactively created enhanced shopping experiences through heighted tools of technology and

collaboration with team Developed a repeat-business .
 Acknowledge customers in a friendly and helpful manner within 30 seconds of their entry into 

the area Handle all returns courteously and .

Education

Bachelor's
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